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I'm fully comfortable right now

Hook:
Yeah this for the .. street .. in the tempo
Something can't check smoke
Plus after they ..that 'cause after ..they keep it moving
Sitting on the stop of the building drinking look ..
80 percent my temper said no how
Other temper said leave you daddy on the road house
Just washed the worries you'll be sayin that you broke
mouth
Respected name ..you bring in your road house.

Rappers ..tell me spitting what they fronting rhythm
catch em splitting
I leave em daddy .. no pay .. probably eating your face
You bleed on your chain e don't believe what you say
No, Mc's ..get suit it up and so, hollows in them ..
You know I'm evil with .. they say i keep the bloody ..
Fight with my British airways
You see grieve moment while you cask it and she ..
... sleeping where we stand
Leave ... trick the stores like .. you can see i'm getting ..
My team be running through this .. we see the cops
looking
Even still you're talking pushed for a .. get a ..getting
plastic
I don't give a fuck say what ge my cash bitch
Gets an .. pick up my .. put the track ..what they ask for
Burning to 60's and y'all show p*ssy ..blaming on the
..while my eyes on ..
..they got it lock to your brain son ..poppin on your
faces
... to this body
And you can ..stop me and they never ..

[Hook:]

You can say i ruffed them when i say the spit i got it
'cause they saw i could probably cut em with the stick ..
Make the .. bubble hit his .. run his face in different
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color
Listen proper told you i'm a piece and eat this ..
Must it scare coming .. ring it till i'm having ..
Kick your .. make your sister suffer but then catch em
other
...even Justin Bieber get a ...
You was sitting .. why you tell the chick ..
She just told me bring a bubble .. i don't need your
introduction
..when you never get .. chillin 'cause i'm feeling ..
..bring the thunder let it torture,
Now what the fronting about ..with your gun in your
mouth
Let it cut just so ..the sun to come out ..black more baby
I don't ..come down ,..on down ..down

[Hook:]
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